
Police - Lesson 1

Name: ________________________

Date: _______________

arrest detective fine driving traffic
station ticket jail officer criminals
safe car dangerous questions laws
dog

Simon and Grace arrived at the police ______________ Monday morning. They weren't here because they were

in trouble, but because they were working on a school project today. Simon and Grace were assigned to write a

report about the police. Simon wants to be a police ______________ when he gets older, so he is excited. Grace

thinks being a police officer is __________________. She wants to be a doctor. Simon and Grace met officer

Green at the door. Officer Green will show them around the police station. 

Officer Green brought the children to meet officer Rick and Buddy. Buddy is a police ______ that helps catch

dangerous __________________. They patrol, or keep watch over, the streets and neighborhoods to make sure

they are ________. Officer Rick and Buddy patrol in a ______, but some officers patrol on foot, on horseback, on

motorcycles, or on bicycles. 

Next, Simon and Grace met __________________ Dan. Dan explained that detectives try to find out who did the

crimes. They will talk to a lot of people and ask them __________________. They will look for clues where the

crime happened to see if the criminals left anything there that will help the detective know who did it. When they

find the person who did the crime, they will ____________ them and bring them to ________. 

Lastly, officer Green brought the children to meet trooper Jones. His job is to watch the ______________ on the

streets and highways to make sure people are ______________ safely. If he sees someone that isn't following
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the traffic ________, he will turn on the flashing lights and have them pull over to the side of the road. Trooper

Jones will then give the driver a ____________ and make that person pay a ________.
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